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During a large hospital outbreak of OXA-48 producing bacteria, most K. pneumoniaeOXA-48
isolates were phenotypically resistant to meropenem or imipenem, whereas most E.
coliOXA-48 isolates were phenotypically susceptible to these antibiotics. In the absence of
molecular gene-detection E. coliOXA-48 could remain undetected, facilitating cross-transmission and horizontal gene transfer of blaOXA-48. Based on 868 longitudinal molecular microbiological screening results from patients carrying K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 (n = 24), E. coliOXA-48
(n = 17), or both (n = 40) and mathematical modelling we determined mean durations of colonisation (278 and 225 days for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48, respectively), and
horizontal gene transfer rates (0.0091/day from K. pneumoniae to E. coli and 0.0015/day
vice versa). Based on these findings the maximum effect of horizontal gene transfer of
blaOXA-48 originating from E. coliOXA-48 on the basic reproduction number (R0) is 1.9%, and it
is, therefore, unlikely that phenotypically susceptible E. coliOXA-48 will contribute significantly
to the spread of blaOXA-48.
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Nosocomial outbreaks of carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae are rapidly increasing
worldwide [1]. Three classes of carbapenemases have been identified in Enterobacteriaceae:
Ambler class A (mainly Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemases), B (metallo-beta-lactamases),
and D (oxacillinases) [2]. OXA-48, belonging to class D, was found for the first time in K. pneumoniae in 2001 in Turkey [3]. Since then, OXA-48 has been detected in many other countries
[1,2,4–6], often due to transfer of patients from hospitals in OXA-48 endemic regions [2].
The blaOXA-48 gene is located on a plasmid [3] and spread of resistance can, therefore, occur
through cross-transmission of bacteria (harbouring the plasmid), but also through within-host
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) between the same and different species of Enterobacteriaceae,
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e.g., due to conjugation. Several studies have demonstrated that HGT, including of blaOXA-48,
can be important in the transmission of highly resistant Enterobacteriaceae [7–12].
Based on international criteria for defining phenotypes based on antibiotic susceptibilities,
OXA-48 producing bacteria can be highly resistant to carbapenems (mostly in K. pneumoniae
and when present together with ESBL genes) or susceptible to imipenem and meropenem (e.g.,
in Escherichia coli in the absence of ESBL genes) [13]. In the latter case, identification of
blaOXA-48 relies on molecular detection or susceptibility testing for ertapenem, which is not
common practice in all diagnostic laboratories. Failure to identify these ‘susceptible’ OXA-48
producing isolates may facilitate unnoticed spread [2,12,14].
The dynamics of blaOXA-48 in Enterobacteriaceae are driven by the rates of bacterial crosstransmission, within-host HGT, and decolonisation rates. Yet, their values have never been
quantified, although some studies suggest that the cross-transmission rate of K. pneumoniae is
higher than of E. coli in hospital and household settings [15–17].
Data for this study were obtained from an outbreak in the Maasstad hospital, Rotterdam,
the Netherlands, involving 118 patients [13]. Here we have used longitudinal colonisation data
of 81 patients colonised with OXA-48 producing K. pneumoniae and/or E. coli of whom follow-up screening cultures were available and determined the within-host HGT-rate and duration of colonisation with OXA-48 producing bacteria. The outbreak was characterised by
phenotypical resistance to carbapenems of 15.5% (meropenem) and 71.6% (imipenem) of K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 and of 0% (meropenem) and 10.9% (imipenem) of E. coliOXA-48 using
EUCAST breakpoints as determined by VITEK 2 (bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France). All
tested isolates but 4 had an MIC  0.25 for ertapenem as determined by Etest (bioMérieux,
Marcy l’Etoile, France) [13]. We, therefore, consider the outbreak to be caused by K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 with a phenotype detectable by routine susceptibility testing or by E. coliOXA-48 with
a susceptible phenotype that can only be detected by molecular testing or ertapenem susceptibility testing. Most E. coliOXA-48 were found when patients were residing at home, indicating
that the hospital outbreak was mostly caused by K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 with subsequent HGT.
Here, we assess the influence of E. coliOXA-48 on the epidemiology of blaOXA-48 using the
measured duration of colonisation, the within-host HGT rates, and mathematical modelling.
The effect is quantified by the influence of E. coliOXA-48 on the R0 of all OXA-48 producing
Enterobacteriaceae. R0 is the basic reproduction number (the average number of secondary
cases caused by one typical infected (colonised) individual, in a population consisting of susceptibles only [18]).

Methods
All patients included in this study presumably acquired OXA-48 producing Enterobacteriaceae
during a large nosocomial outbreak in the Netherlands from 2009 to 2011 [13]. The blaOXA-48
carrier status of colonised patients was determined every two months after hospital discharge,
until six consecutive negative cultures with two months in-between cultures. There were no
attempts for elimination of blaOXA-48 colonisation. Screening swabs from rectum, throat, and
possible infection sites were inoculated overnight in broth containing ertapenem (0.125 mg/L).
The specimens were then tested by PCR for blaOXA-48. Positive samples were inoculated on
CRE (Oxoid Brilliance™ CRE Agar) and McConkey agar (Oxoid) and the presence of blaOXA-48
was reconfirmed by PCR in every morphologically different isolate [13]. Data for the current
study was collected until March 2013. Data collection was not designed for research purposes
but for clinical care. Patient information was anonymised and de-identified prior to analysis.
The Medical Ethics Review Committee of the Maasstad Ziekenhuis determined that this study
was exempted from evaluation with regard to the Dutch Medical Research Involving Subjects
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Act. Details on microbiological methods, outbreak management, and impact of infection control measures can be found in Dautzenberg et al [13].

Model description
We modelled a hospital and its corresponding catchment population with all subjects in either
of four colonisation states: not colonised with OXA-48 producing K. pneumoniae or E. coli and
susceptible to colonisation, colonised with K. pneumoniaeOXA-48, colonised with E. coliOXA-48,
or colonised with both K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48 (Fig 1). All subjects were
assumed to carry (antibiotic susceptible) K. pneumoniae and E. coli. We made no distinction
between colonisation and infection. Cross-transmission was assumed to occur only during hospitalisation, at a rate proportional to the product of the number of blaOXA-48 colonised and susceptible patients according to the mass action principle. Within-host HGT of blaOXA-48 from
K. pneumoniae to E. coli and vice versa was assumed to occur at a constant rate, both in- and
outside the hospital setting. It was assumed that elimination of blaOXA-48 colonisation did not
occur during hospitalisation (because of high antibiotic pressure at hospital level) and occurred
at a fixed rate after hospital discharge.
When discharged from the hospital, patients entered the corresponding colonisation state
in the community. As recently discharged patients have a higher risk of readmission, the readmission rate was modelled by dividing non-hospitalised subjects into two compartments. After
discharge patients entered compartment 1 with a high readmission rate and with a fixed rate
they moved into compartment 2, in which subjects had a lower readmission rate. Discharged
patients were immediately replaced by new admissions with subjects from the community with
either of four colonisation states, dependent on the prevalence of blaOXA-48 colonisation in the
community [19]. Bed occupancy in the hospital was assumed to be constant (600 beds). All
model parameters are listed in Table 1 and the differential equations are given in S1 File.
For given parameter values we can calculate the value of R0 in the model as the dominant
eigenvalue of the next-generation matrix corresponding to the model [18] (see S1 File) as well
as the per admission reproduction number RA (the average number of blaOXA-48 transmission
events due to one colonised individual during a single admission, i.e., ignoring the feedback
loop due to readmission of patients who are still colonised) [19].

Model parameterisation
The value of the discharge rate α was calculated as the reciprocal of the mean length of stay of
all patients in the outbreak hospital, excluding admissions of one day.
Cross-transmission parameters for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 (βK) and E. coliOXA-48 (βC) have
never been determined. However, to estimate the relative reduction of R0 due to interventions,
only the ratio of values of the cross-transmission parameters, βK:βC, is important and not the
absolute values. As the value of R0 for OXA-48 producing Enterobacteriaceae is unknown, we
arbitrarily choose a value of R0 of 1.1 for our graphs. A ratio of 3:1 for βK:βC was taken, based
on studies that suggest that ESBL-producing K. pneumoniae spreads better than E. coli [15–
17].
Decolonisation rates (γK and γC) were calculated from the data of all patients who had at
least one screening culture with K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 or E. coliOXA-48 obtained since June
2011. It was assumed that patients were positive at least until their last positive test. Negative
culture results in-between positive results were considered false negative. Negative cultures
after the last positive culture could be true negative or false negative. The specificity was
assumed to be 100% [13]. We jointly estimated the sensitivity of the detection method (swabbing, culturing, and PCR) and the parameter of the (assumed) exponentially distributed
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Fig 1. OXA-48 model. (a) Model of population flow. (b) Within-host model in the hospital. (c) Within-host
model in the community with a high risk of readmission. (d) Within-host model in the community with a low risk
of readmission. K- C-: blaOXA-48 negative (both K. pneumoniae and E. coli are susceptible). K- C+: E. coliOXA48 (K. pneumoniae is susceptible). K+ C-: K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 (E. coli is susceptible). K+ C+: K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140960.g001

survival curve of blaOXA-48 colonisation with a maximum likelihood method. 95% confidence
intervals (CI) were obtained using the likelihood ratio test (S2 File).
The HGT-rates λKC and λCK were also estimated from the results of the blaOXA-48 screening
cultures, excluding patients in which the first positive screening culture yielded both K.

Table 1. Model parameters of the baseline model.
Parameter

Symbol

Default values

Mean length of stay

1/α

7d

Cross-transmission rate K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48

βK

3 * βC, chosen to give R0 the desired value

Cross-transmission rate E. coliOXA-48

βC

Chosen to give R0 the desired value

Mean duration of colonisation K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48

1/γK

278 d

Mean duration of colonisation E.
coliOXA-48

1/γC

225 d

HGT-rate blaOXA-48 from K. pneumoniae
to E. coli

λKC

0.0091 per day

HGT-rate blaOXA-48 from E. coli to K.
pneumoniae

λCK

0.0015 per day

Admission rate from high risk group

φ1

1/270 per day

Admission rate from low risk group

φ2

1/3897 per day, deﬁned by other parameters: (N α χ)
/ (-N α + M (φ1 + χ)

Rate of change from high to low risk
group

χ

1/100 per day

Hospital population

N

600

Catchment population (high + low risk)

M

250,000

HGT = horizontal gene transfer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140960.t001
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pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48. The HGT-rate of blaOXA-48 from K. pneumoniae to E. coli
(λKC) was determined for all patients with at least one positive screening culture for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and without a previous culture with E. coliOXA-48, with in the denominator the number of days from first detection of K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 to either the last culture date with K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 or the middle date between the last culture date with K. pneumoniaeOXA-48
and the first detection of E. coliOXA-48 and K. pneumoniaeOXA-48. In the numerator we included
all events in which K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 colonisation preceded combined colonisation with K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48. The HGT-rate was thus calculated as the number of
transfers per day at risk for HGT. The HGT-rate λCK was calculated analogously. In this way,
an effective HGT-rate in patients was estimated, providing an averaged rate that incorporates
the influence of factors changing over time such as antibiotic use.
The estimates for the mean time to readmission from the population with a high risk of
readmission (1/φ1) and the rate of moving from the population with a high risk of readmission
to the population with a lower risk (χ) were obtained from real life data of the University Medical Center Utrecht [20]. The mean time to readmission from the population with a lower risk
(1/φ2) was defined by the other parameters in the model, in order to keep population sizes in
agreement with the data.
Population sizes in hospital and community were based on those of the Maasstad hospital,
which contained approximately 600 beds and had a catchment area of approximately 250,000
people [21]. The sizes of the sub communities (high and lower risk of readmission) were
defined by the model.

Model calculations
The ratio between R0 and RA indicates the relative importance of readmission in the nosocomial dynamics of blaOXA-48 spread.
The impact of HGT was measured by comparing the mean duration of colonisation with K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48 as calculated from the data and model. As the gene can be
exchanged between both species, HGT effectively prolongs the duration of colonisation. The
exact derivation can be found in S1 File.
In theory, earlier detection of E. coliOXA-48 (e.g., by ertapenem susceptibility testing and
molecular testing) would reduce nosocomial transmission of OXA-48 producing Enterobacteriaceae and the maximum effect would be comparable to immediate elimination of E. coliOXA48. This theoretical effect was quantified by the relative difference between R0 with and without
E. coli. Arbitrarily, a 20% reduction in R0 was considered effective.
Sensitivity analyses were performed for cross-transmission rates (βK and βC), HGT-rates
(λKC and λCK), duration of colonisation (γK and γC), and the catchment population size (M).
Furthermore, we determined the potential effects of blaOXA-48 cross-transmission in the community and of different definitions for colonisation.
Analyses were done in SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 20) and Mathematica (Wolfram
Research, Inc., Mathematica, Version 9.0, Champaign, IL).

Results
Duration of colonisation and HGT-rates were derived from longitudinal culture results of 81
patients; 24 carried K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 only, 17 carried E. coliOXA-48 only, and 40 carried
both K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48 (Table 2). The estimated mean duration of colonisation was 278 (95% CI 204–394) and 225 days (95% CI 164–321) for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48
and E. coliOXA-48, respectively.
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of the study population of positive patients (n = 81).
Gender, n males (%)

49 (60.5%)

Age at ﬁrst admission during outbreak period, median (IQR)

69.1 (57.8–
77.5)

Length of stay in days during outbreak period, median (IQR) per admission, excluding
1-day admissions

8 (3–18)

Admission days during outbreak period, median (IQR)

38 (14–68.5)

Number of admissions during outbreak period, median (IQR)

3.5 (2–6)

Number of days on which screening cultures were taken, median (IQR)

11 (8–15)

Number of days between two subsequent screening cultures, median (IQR)

18 (2–63)

Total number of screening cultures included, n

868

Screening cultures taken during hospital stay, %

41%

Time of follow-up since ﬁrst positive culture until last known culture in days, mean (SD)

374 (175)

Patients at risk for HGT from K. pneumoniae to E. coli

47

Patients at risk for HGT from E. coli to K. pneumoniae

22

IQR = interquartile range.
SD = standard deviation.
HGT = horizontal gene transfer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140960.t002

We observed 21 blaOXA-48 transfer events from K. pneumoniae to E. coli during 2305 days at
risk, yielding a HGT-rate of 0.0091/day. There were three blaOXA-48 transfer events from E. coli
to K. pneumoniae during 2004 days at risk, yielding a HGT-rate of 0.0015/day. HGT prolonged
the mean duration of blaOXA-48 colonisation with a factor 1.2 and 1.3 for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48
and E. coliOXA-48, respectively.
The sensitivities of the screening process for detecting K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXAwere
estimated to be 90.0% (95% CI 86.1–93.3) and 89.7% (95% CI 84.4–93.8), respectively.
48
The ratio between R0 and RA was 1.36, implying that readmissions of colonised patients
were responsible for a more than a quarter of all transmissions (0.36/1.36 = 26%). As can be
seen from S1 File, this ratio is dependent on the choice of the parameter values. However, it
does not depend on the values for βK and βC but on the ratio of βK:βC.
The contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0 was 1.9% with current parameter values. A 20% contribution to R0 would be reached when the mean duration of colonisation with E. coliOXA-48
would be 6.1 years (instead of 225 days as observed) or the HGT-rates from K. pneumoniae to
E. coli and vice versa would be 7.3 times the observed rates (Fig 2 and Table 3).

Sensitivity analysis
Increasing the ratio between the cross-transmission parameters βK and βC only has a small
effect on the contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0. The opposite, though, when the βK:βC ratio
declines, will increase the contribution of E. coliOXA-48, although this scenario does not seem
realistic (Table 3).
Changing HGT-rates and duration of colonisation also influences results, but only to a
small extent. Doubling both HGT-rates changes the effect of E. coliOXA-48 on R0 to 5.0%, while
doubling both the duration of colonisation with K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48
changes the effect to 7.0% (S3 File). Changes in the catchment population size (default +/100,000) do not impact the results.
In a setting with 20% of all blaOXA-48 cross-transmissions occurring in the community,
while keeping the ratio of βK:βC at 3:1, the contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0 was 2.6%. The
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Fig 2. Influence of within-host horizontal gene transfer on R0. The red line depicts the R0 of E. coliOXA-48
as a function of the duration of colonisation with E. coliOXA-48 when there is no HGT, the blue line represents
the R0 of K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 as a function of the duration of colonisation with E. coliOXA-48 when there is no
HGT, and the green line represents R0 as a function of the duration of colonisation with E. coliOXA-48 when
there is HGT. R0 is arbitrarily set at 1.1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140960.g002

duration of colonisation with E. coliOXA-48 should then be 3.3 years to reach a 20% contribution
to R0 (S3 File).
Finally, we investigated the effects of different definitions for colonisation. In the default we
only used negative culture results to define negativity. In this sensitivity analysis, a patient was
considered non-colonised with K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 when, on a certain day, E. coliOXA-48 but
not K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 was detected (and vice versa for E. coli). Using this definition, the
mean durations of colonisation were still comparable to the baseline situation: 269 days for K.
pneumoniaeOXA-48 (95% CI 197–381) and 227 days for E. coliOXA-48 (95% CI 165–324). The
sensitivity of the screening process for detecting K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 then became 79.7%
(95% CI 75.1–83.8) and for E. coliOXA-48 74.8% (95% CI 68.7–80.4).

Discussion
The combination of detailed microbiological data on duration of colonisation of K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48, the estimated occurrence of within-host HGT between both species, and a mathematical model demonstrated that the feared scenario of a hidden reservoir of
blaOXA-48 containing, but phenotypically carbapenem-susceptible, E. coli is highly unlikely.
Based on the parameters derived during a large hospital outbreak of K. pneumoniaeOXA-48,
blaOXA-48 in phenotypically susceptible E. coli had minor effects on the R0 of OXA-48 containing Enterobacteriaceae. Furthermore, the model illustrates the strain characteristics needed,
Table 3. Results sensitivity analyses on βK and βC, all other parameters are kept constant.
βK = 3 βC
(baseline)

βK = 6
βC

βK =
βC

Ratio R0/RA

1.36

1.36

1.45

Contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0

-1.9%

-1.6%

-9.8%

Duration of colonisation E. coli to reach 20% contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0 (days)

2228

2807

535

*

Ratio HGT-rates K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 to E. coliOXA-48 and v.v. versus baseline values to reach
20% contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0

7.3

9.0

2.4

*

βK = 0.5
βC
1.33
-50.1%

* 20% not achievable with this ratio of βK:βC.
HGT = horizontal gene transfer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140960.t003
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related to duration of colonisation and incidence of HGT, allowing unnoticed spread of
blaOXA-48. In the current study the durations of colonisation were comparable for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48, but the HGT-rate of blaOXA-48 from K. pneumoniae to E. coli
appeared much higher than the other way around.
Naturally, a model is a simplification of reality and model predictions should be interpreted
with caution. For example, the population is considered to be homogeneous, so no distinction
is made between different types of wards and patients. Moreover, parameter estimates are
based on a single outbreak, reducing the external validity. No data was available on antibiotic
use during the follow-up period, impairing estimates on the effect of antibiotics on OXA-48
producing bacteria. Yet, since there are no other studies with a similar data on blaOXA-48 transmission, we consider these outbreak data currently as the best available. Furthermore, only K.
pneumoniae and E. coli are included in this model. Although other bacteria can harbour the
blaOXA-48 plasmid, during this outbreak only 2.5% of all patients carrying OXA-48 producing
bacteria did not carry K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 or E. coliOXA-48 [13].
We did not distinguish colonisation from infection, although infected patients might have
had a longer length of stay or higher transmission potential. Also, all different routes of transmission, such as direct patient to patient contact, transmission via health care workers, or
transmission from environmental sources were captured in one transmission parameter. This
seems justified since no colonisation was demonstrated in staff [13] but transient colonisation
is still possible. Furthermore, when the duration of carriage in healthcare personnel is short,
there is no need to model the process as vector-borne transmission [22]. In sensitivity analyses,
the ratio of the transmission parameters for K. pneumoniaeOXA-48 and E. coliOXA-48 was
changed in order to investigate effects on the outcomes. Results would alter dramatically if the
transmission parameter for E. coli would be higher than for K. pneumoniae. However, although
there are no accurate estimates available, there is evidence that K. pneumoniae spreads better
than E. coli and the ratio of 3:1 seems plausible [13,16,17]. Furthermore, allowing cross-transmission in the community increased the effect of E. coliOXA-48 only slightly. Also, 95% of
blaOXA-48 encoding plasmids were identical in pMLST [13]. This strengthens our assumptions
on cross-transmission and HGT. The assumption that all patients carry susceptible E. coli and
K. pneumoniae might seem stringent, but the model estimates an effective HGT-rate. The
assumption that all patients carry susceptible K. pneumoniae provides the most conservative
estimate, since the rate will be higher in patients with susceptible Enterobacteriaceae and 0 in
patients without. If we would assume that only 50% of the patients carries antibiotic-susceptible K. pneumoniae, the rate will be double (and the role of E. coli will likewise decline). When
the populations are well mixed, the estimates, as determined by the model, will represent the
effective (averaged) HGT-rates.
Within-host HGT prolongs the duration of colonisation. ‘Temporary storage’ of blaOXA-48
in another species, which may not be detected on its phenotypical appearance, can thus artificially prolong the duration of colonisation. However, the effect on transmission will be limited
as long as most of the prolongation will occur outside the hospital where cross-transmission is
assumed to occur less frequently than in health care settings. Since patients resided outside of
the hospital during the follow-up period, we are confident that events we marked as HGT in
this period were indeed HGT and not transmission, although strain relatedness was not
assessed.
Even though transmission parameters and R0 of OXA-48 producing Enterobacteriaceae
have never been quantified, we determined that readmission of colonised patients was important in the nosocomial dynamics of blaOXA-48 during this outbreak. Readmission of colonised
patients may lead to new events of transmission creating a so-called ‘feedback loop’ in the
dynamics [19]. We estimated that more than a quarter of transmissions were caused by
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readmitted patients during this outbreak, supporting the policy to flag colonised patients and
to treat them in isolation or with barrier precautions when readmitted. In analogy of Cooper
et al. [19] we emphasise the importance of readmission. Interventions should not only focus on
reducing RA below one, but also on getting R0 below one.
Although others have reported sensitivities of (nearly) 100% for PCR for blaOXA-48 [23–25],
we estimated that the sensitivity of the screening procedures used during this outbreak was
around 90%. However, this includes the procedure of obtaining and transporting swabs, overnight broth inoculation with ertapenem, PCR testing, and microbiological culture. While the
analytical sensitivity of the PCR is probably close to 100%, each step might have yielded false
negative results, reducing the sensitivity of the total procedure.
During the time of the outbreak (2011), screening for OXA-48 with ertapenem was not
widely used, but the molecular screening on OXA-48 identified E. coliOXA-48 with low MICs for
imipenem and meropenem instead. Our findings suggest that a failure to detect E. coliOXA-48 (if
it had happened) would not have led to massive transmission of OXA-48 originating from
undetected E. coliOXA-48 isolates. The model, although a simplification of reality, estimated that
the contribution of E. coliOXA-48 to R0 during this OXA-48 outbreak was 1.9%, which suggests
that it is unlikely that a large reservoir of E. coliOXA-48 will emerge if these isolates would remain
undetected.
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